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City Council Agrees Strict
Ordinance Enforcement
May Alleviate Crowding
By JENNIFER GOINS
The Harrisonburg City
Council agreed Tuesday that
stricter enforcement of
existing civil, safety and
health ordinances would help
alleviate problems resulting
from student crowding in offcampus residences.
The call for stricter enforcement came from many
sources, including Mayor Roy
Erickson, and was proposed
by members of the Planning
Commission at a special study
meeting called by the council.
. Information and opinions

were addressed to the council
by Robert Sullivan, city
planner; Dr. Malcolm Tenny,
state health inspector; John
Byrd, building official; J.W.
Hume, fire chief; Ed Baldwin,
plumbing inspector; Richard
Presgraves, police chief;
Dennis Krutz, housing inspector, and Victor Smith,
Revenue Commissioner.
Madison
College
was
represented by Bill Johnson,
associate dean of student
affairs and Mike Webb,
director of residence housing.
A Madison statement, read

^English Profs Must
'Talk Like Humans'
By MARY RICHARDSON
The standards of English
which students cannot meet
are obsolescent if not obsolete,
Dr. Leslie A. Fiedler told a
group of students and faculty
as part of Tuesday's Arts and
Sciences Symposium.
"We live at a time when not
just some standards, but the

Stall Photo

very notion of standards is on
trial," Fiedler said, because
implicit in those standards are
assumptions which undercut
the egalitarian concept in
American education.
He explained that the U.S.
is at least bilingual, and
<

certainly
multi-dialectical,
and many students today are
not willing to be "brainwashed" out of their native
dialect and have a uniform
dialect imposed upon them.
Dr. Fiedler, a professor of
English
at
the
State
University of New York at
Buffalo, said this rejection of
a single uniform English
dialect explains in part the
recent decline in English SAT
scores, along with the fact
that students are refusing to
prove abilities and skills in
literature, especially in
poetry.
Combined
with
this
rejection of standard English,
he said, is the influence of
land-grant colleges which
advocate open admissions
policies for students who
cannot meet accepted standards of reading and writing.
. Universities are becoming
more and more vocationally
oriented, he said, and these
new trades and skills threaten
to overcome such traditional
courses as English.
Fiedler cited the difference
in students' attitudes towards
their education between the
1960's and today as a factor in
the switch toward vocational
training. "Students today are
no longer demonstrating," he
said, adding that they are now
more interested in getting a
job.
(Continued on Page 11)

by Bill Johnson, proposed the
formation of a planning
committee comprised ' of
representatives of the city
administration, Rockingham
Memorial Hospital, Madison
College, and the surrounding
neighborhoods to help study
the impact of the college and
hospital on the local comminity.
: .
The council favored this,
suggestion and asked that
such a group be formed.to
report regularly to the
council.
In addition to calling for
stricter enforcement * of
existing ordinances, several
members of the planning
commission suggested that
the definition of boarding'or
rooming houses in a R-2 zones
be changed to limit the
number of boarders from 10 to
3, requiring the rentor or
leaser to reside within the
dwelling, and to change the
off-street parking definition to
read "one parking space for
each rentor."

Madison College
Replies to
City Council
Page 5
JThey also suggested that
fraternity and sorority houses
be defined as "a building or
any portion thereof occupied
by a fraternity, sorority,
association or group of more
than four unrelated persons,
but not more than 10 unrelated
persons, who are associated
or formally organized for
social, educational, religious,
business or recreational
purposes."
Most council members
found these suggestions much
too restrictive and referred
them to the planning commission for further consideration.
Operators of rooming
houses are now required to
obtain licenses from the
commissioner of revenue.
Compliance with this law
has been very slight, according to Victor Smith,
revenue commissioner. Only
(Continued on Page 5)

BILL JOHNSON, ASSOCIATE dean of students, represents
Madison College at last Tuesday's city council meeting.
Several council members, who have been studying the studentrelated crowding problem, disagreed with some facts in
Johnson's report.
$t»H ptwto

Vandalism Forces
Beer Prices Up
By TIM O'LEARY
Beer prices in the student
union may decline if theft and
vandalism are kept to a
minimum during a trial
period of October, according
to John Lounsbury, president
of the SGA.
"Beer prices were made $3
a pitcher and $ .60 a glass this
year as a means of controlling
theft and vandalism," said:
Lounsbury. "If vandalism
and theft continue during the
month of October, any chance
of a reduction in prices will be
blown," he said.
The student union will
continue a special Thursday
night policy of charging $2.40
a pitcher and 50 cents a glass,
said Robert D. Griffin,
director of food services.
The rise in beer prices is a
direct result of theft and

vandalism, overcrowding of
the student union, and the
increased price of wholesale
beer, according to Griffin.
Conceding that "there
does seem to be a pattern of
Thursday night drinking,"
Griffin said that the present
situation is "encouraging."
"I'm very happy with the way
things are going now," he
said.
"Presently I'm still
studying the question of
lowering the overall price of
beer."
The overwhelming number
of beer drinkers on Thursday
nights has in the past caused
an inconvenience to the
students who come to eat, said
Griffin. That problem has
been solved by opening the
ballroom.
(Continued on Page 4)
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On The Lighter Side-

Ode To A New
Stadium
ty OtEOOtY §Y*NE.
Down in the Valley, Valley so low
•The Dukes sure are minting, minting some gold.
They charge for the helpless, they charge the lame
And all but the cheerleaders pay for the game.
Upon pregnant mothers they nod their heads twice,
And old men with walking sticks have to pay thrice.
They charge for the programs, which used to be free,
And to sit with our parents they charge you and me
A three dollar ticket - an outrageous sum
To sit on wood bleachers neath the end zone sun.
The reason for bilking this poor helpless flock,
No doubt can be found in that big granite block
That stands so expensive, shining, and clean
In the midst of that bone-crushing Astroturf green.

a

So now that the parents have all gone away
Broken and bankrupt from their special day
An^l so much the wiser, now that they're home
We must put an end to this ode-ious poem.

THOSE Gmm60l>l£ACHEk SEATS

Bicentennial
\revity

Navy Celebrates

•

Hi^There Folks
By BRIAN F. RUBERRY

/

Hello there family, give me hugs and kisses on my cheeks;
Its really nice to see you, but its only been five weeks;
Hello there pop, I kind of missed my good old dad,
But you brought your cigar and stunk up my pad;
Hello there mom, thanks for the cookies, cake and fudge,
but it makes me so fat I can hardly budge;
Hello there sis, I'll show you the Blue Ridge Mountains and
beautiful blue skies,
but all you ever want to do is eye all the guys;
Hello there little brother, I'll take you to the D Hall where the
students are fed,
and I don't think my roomate minded when you got sick in his
bed;

Hello there Fido, come here and give me a big lick on my mug,
but who's paying the laundry bill to clean my new rug?
But seriously folks, I appreciate the presents and extra funds,
and thanks for the warm clothes, I've been freezing my buns.
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By DR. ROBERT G. FINNEY
(Finney is director of Radio-Television-Film,
Department of Communication Arts, and a
Commander in the U.S. Naval Reserve)

'• ' The United States Navy celebrates its 200th
• birthday Monday. It was Oct. 13,1775 when the
Second Continental Congress met in
■ "Philadelphia and, with the advocation of John
"•' Adams, approved the acquisition of two naval
vessels.
Actual naval engagements, however, began
earlier. The colonists were dependent on the
sea for their livelihood. When hostilities
began, the British hit seaports first. It was
from these ports that the colonists sent a tiny
' .and hastily organized naval force to harass the
British Fleet, then the mightiest seapower in
the world. A number of small ships manned by
• "mercha nt seamen, farmers, soldiers and back' woodsmen set out to capture munitions and
supplies from British merchant vessels much
like pirates had roamed the Spanish Main.
"• One early engagement in June, 1775 started
.when a party of Maine woodsmen armed with
' pitchforks and axes attacked the British
. schooner Margaretta off the coast of Machias,
• now part of Massachusetts. This was the first
Royal Navy vessel to strike her colors to the
■rebelling colonists' cause.
Also during the summer of .1775, Gen.
George Washington used army funds to
assemble a small fleet of eight vessels to raid
.British ships and capture supplies and am' '.munition for his Continental Army. The first
■ .ship of "Washington's Fleet" in service was
the schooner Hannah. Lynch, Franklin, Lee,
.Harrison, Warren, Washington and Hancock
. followed.
. Following Gen. Washington's orders, two
"ships were sent to the mouth of the St.
. Lawrence River to intercept two unarmed
: brigs from England carrying muskets and
gunpowder to Quebec The ships raided
. Charlottetown, St. John's (now Prince Edward
Island) instead, sacking the city and kid' napping the British Governor. They took a
number of small merchant ships as prizes,
; some of which, unfortunately, belonged to
Colonial Patriots.
Washington's Navy was short-lived, but it
1

was responsible for the capture of one
significant British vessel, the Nancy, which
carried a large amount of sorely needed
supplies. Washington found that most of his
captains were too independent to follow orders.
They preferred their own targets, and their
crews were "a disorderly set," he said. Thus
he disbanded the outfit by releasing the ships
in late 1775.
The new Navy that the Continental Congress
authorized started organizing during the last
months of 1775. The first fleet commander was
Esek Hopkins, who put the first squadron to
sea Feb. 18,1776. Serving as a junior officer on
the Navy's first flagship, Alfred, was John
Paul Jones.

Don't Give Up The Ship
Hopkins' squadron carried out the first
successful amphibious operation by the
American Navy and Marines by raiding New
Providence in the Bahamas and capturing a
number of cannons and supplies from the
surrendered forts there. However, Hopkins
was not very effective as a military commander and was relieved of his command after
the British ship Diamond, which was forced
aground in Rhode Island, escaped.
The Congress had authorized the construction of 13 new frigates by December, 1775
- five carrying 32 guns, five carrying 28 guns,
and three carrying 24. One member from each
state was appointed to supervise the building
and formed the Marine Committee with John
Hancock, president of the Congress, serving as
its chairman. These ships, however, were still
at a serious disadvantage to the British Force
which had several large ships with 50 guns.
The British fleet had a tight blockade on the
American coast, making it very difficult for
the newly outfitted ships to reach the sea.
Montgomery and Congress, w ith 28 and 24 guns
respectively, were destroyed at their mooring
in Poughkeepsie on the Hudson in order to
avoid capture because the British had com< Continued on Page 3)
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Record Review:

'Texture' — Return to Normalcy
By JIM I)AWSON
George Harrison. EXTRA
TKXTl'RK. Apple Records.
sw:ii20. .
NOTE: Special thanks to
Blue Mountain Records for
the loan of this album. .
Although most of the
"extra" texture this L'P has to
offer is on its embossed cover,
George's latest effort signals
some sort of a return to
normalcy. After the Hare
Krishenanigans of "Living In
The Material World" and the
musical stagnation of "Dark
Horse," Harrison has taken a
180 degree turn back toward
the right direction. "Extra
Texture's" songs cater

neither to the spiritual sky nor
to the listeners' willingness to
buy anything with an exBeatle's name on it, but (ry
instead to rest on a foundation
of enjoyable music. At last.
Several parts of the
package come across like
continuations or out-takes
from the Beatles' white album
and "All Things Must Pass."
"This Guitar Gently Weeps,";
"The Answer's at the End" is
"Isn't it a Pity (version two)"
with different words; and
"World of Stone" is Leon
Russell's "Tightrope." (Don't
know how that one snuck in
there, considering its one of
the cuts Leon doesn't play on,
but ears don't lie.)

All in all, George didn't
attempt anything he wasn't
comfortable with. Even the
uninspired lyrics of "You"
and "Ooh Baby" are made up
for by their clean melodies.
The generally soporific effects
of "Cant Stop Thinking About
You" and "Grey Cloudy Lies"
are .compensated for by the
unique blues style of "Tired of
Midnight Blue," where Leon
Russell's influence resurfaces. (And he does play on
this cut, to boot.)
"This Guitar (Can't Keep
From Crying)" is the one
truly outstanding part of the
album. Although Harrison's
other tunes strive for the

(Continued from Page

To the Editor:
In reference to a recent
article printed in the Breeze
pertaining to Homecoming
float and Ms. Madison entries,
it was stated that the entries
be returned to the Campus
Program Board. The Campus
Program Board is responsible
for many activities offered to
11/2 Miles South of
Harrlsonburg, Va. on
Route 11 So.
Students showing I.D.
Every Wednesday & Thursday night after 9:00
Bowl for only.$.50 a game.

Valley Lanes
BOWLING
TM

tki ni

ML PIM

this campus but in this case
the credit was incorrect. The
Student Alumni Association, a
relatively • unknown
organization on campus, is
responsible for the organizing
of the Ms. Madison contest
and
coordinating
the
Homecoming
Parade.
Members of the Student
Alumni Association are
spending i.-.uny hours in the
coordination of both events.
The entries for Ms. Madison
should be returned to Gail
Hamilton, box 1578 or Paula
Hubler, box 1751. The entries
for the Homecoming Parade
should be returned to Susan
Crowl, box 687.
Susan D. Crowl, President
Student Alumni Association.

Modern Snack Bar
Call 4344721
Hirrisoibirf

Vkahila

Editor's note:
The announcement
has
been
corrected.

one

Your Sixth Pizza Free
When You Save Five Coupons
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pletely shut-off New York harbor. Other ships
were more successful, however. Hancock and
Boston set out from Massachusetts in mid-1777
and captured two British brigs. Later that
summer they garnered the British man-o-war
Fox as a prize. Hancock was later captured by
HMS Rainbow, and, after being renamed Iris,
spent the remainder of the war attacking the
Colonists.
One of the most daring Continental Navy
Commanders was John Paul Jones. As skipper
of the Ranger, he departed from France April
10. 1778 and raided British shipping in British
waters. He actually landed on British soil in an
attempt to capture the Earl of Selkirk. Some
months later he took command of 14-year old,
rotten, unhanuy and slow French ship formerly used as an East Indiaman. It was
outfitted with 42 light guns. He promptly
renamed it the Bonhomme Richard, and set
out toward Ireland to engage the enemy.
On Sept. 23, 1779, Jones encountered thr
gun British frigate Serapis off the Irish c
and engaged in one of the most famous Naval
battles in history.
At the very first broadside two of Richard's
guns burst, killing their crews and blowing up
the deck above. This meant that Richard's
total broadside fire weight was 200 lbs.,
compared to 300 lbs. of Serapis. Bonhomme
Richard started leaking badly from waterline
hits so Jones attempted to board IhelBritish
man-o-war so he could use his marines. As the

Join Our Pizza Club

•?*"

"ThiS-Tiere guitar can feel
quite sad, And, being highstrung, sometimes gets mad;
It can't understand or deal
with hate, Responds much
better to love."

Offer expires Oct. 15th

bowsprit of Serapis rode over his poop, Jones
lashed both ships together with grappling
hooks. The swing of the tide swung them
square alongside each other, bow to stern, "the
yards being all entangled, and the cannon of
each ship touching the opponents side".
There was no escape from a fight to the
finish. They lay in the moonlight from 8 to
10:30 p.m., pounding each other to pieces with
gunfire at point blank range. The Bonhomme
Richard's rotten timbers began flying in all
directions. One by one, the ship's guns were
silenced from the heavier cannon of Serapis.
It was during these moments, with Richard
on fire and her holds full of water, that Jones
was asked by Serapis if he had struck his
colors. He replied with that famous battle cry:
'Struck, sir? I have not yet begun to fight!"
What turned the tide of victory for Jones were
the sailors and marines aloft. Armed with
muskets, grenades and chains, and climbing
along the interlaced rigging of the two ships,
they kept Serapis' decks clear by dropping
explosives'and chains down on the enemy
below. In the man-to-man combat the British
succumbed to the savage American attack.
Commodore Jones became a hero, and the
battle is remembered as a highpoint in our
history.
By the time the war was over, the official
Continental Navy had some 56 different vessels
at one. time or another, although it only
managed a peak of 27 ships, averaging 20 guns
each at any one time. The Navy captured a
total of 196 enemy transports and warships,
with an estimated worth of more than $6
million. The Continental Navy itself never
numbered more than 3000 men at any one time
with 123 officers, a remarkably small number
of patriots in relation to their contribution to
American morale and victory.

-Old Mil. & Schlitz Kegs*
SchIitz-AAalt Liquor 8 pk 7 oz. bottles $1.09 coidj
Old German 10.49 case ts.se cold
Schmidts '2 oz. bottles $1.29 6 pk cold

Annie Green Springs Wine
Offer good Fri. Sat, Mon

Restaurant

Hours : 11am Till 12midnite

Also Feaiuring * Complete Menu
• Draft (& Bottled Beer
Phone 4344635

10 Minutes North Of H'Burg On Route 11
VIS

George Harrison played
guitar on this one. (In "While
My Guitar Gently Weeps,"
Eric Clapton plays guitar with
no credit whatsoever.)
Despite its flaws, "Extra
Texture" marks the return of
an old friend.
Scattered
among the brighter spots are
a few sticky lyrics, a few
predictable passages, and one
obviously Richard Perryinspired piece of lunacy called
"His Name Is Legs." But
although the LP isn't exactly
on the waiting list for the next
time capsule, its still nice to
see George in there trying.
And without a single chant
to Sri Krishna, either.

Navy Celebrates

Letters:

Inaccuracies Cited

admirable goal of returning
his music to where it belongs,
"This Guitar' is the only song
that makes the journey
without stumbling. In 1968,
George wrote:
"I look at the world and I
notice it's turning While my
guitar gently weeps With
every mistake we must surely
be learning, Still my guitar
gently weeps."
In 1975, he/continues:

le.wcow

Oct 10. 11th. 13th

Co/d Wines—(;*>••$•
Meats—Snacks~~*lce
(offer good with coupoa)

iWERNERS'DayStore]
•Jisso HighSt. - 3 BlocksSouth of Madison
H«*irs: Sun.-Thurs. Sam.-10p.m.
Friday A Sat 8am.-iap.ra
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Beer Prices Up
(Continued from Page 1)
Lounsbury said that some
type of entertainment will be
offered in the ballroom on
Thursday nights to limit
congestion.
"The students are just
gonna ruin it for themselves if
they keep throwing glasses
and beer," said Lounsbury.
"In~my opinion, if the beer
prices are raised again it's
nobody's fault but the
students."
Lounsbury offered the
opinion that prices would go
down.

Rerouting A Trout Stream
Photos by
, Patty Host

Outing Club
and
Geology Club
help

He also said that plans are
forming to open the ballroom
on Monday nights and install a
TV so that students could
watch Monday Night Football.
He was uncertain whether
beer would be allowed in the
ballroom on this night.
A beer survey will be taken
in the near future to determine the type of beer that
students would like to see
served, according to Griffin.
Michelob is now the only beer
on tap in the student union.
Student reaction to the
present beer price situation is
varied.

cruise," said Roy Heine.
Calling
the
prices
"outrageous," Ken Gumash
said that $2.25 a pitcher was a
fair price for both profit and
consumer.
"I'd rather shave my beard
than pay $3 a pitcher," said
Charles Kinzie.
"Hove my beer,'' said Bill
Gibson. "I'll pay any price."

Custom Frames
Gerome Gallery
61 E. EEliz. St.
(across from
Post Office)
Super Cuts For
Beautiful People

COIFFURES
LORREN
Beauty Salon
48 W. Elizabeth St.
434-7375

"For $3 a pitcher I'd rather
buy two six-packs and

reroute

the water
flow of
Naked

Creek

in Elk ton

Town And Country

to provide proper

Golden China Restaurant

living conditions

30W. Water St.
Lunch - Dinner
SPECIAL LUNCHEON
Mon. - Sat
11:00 - 3:00 P. M.
Open 7 day*
Moo. fhurs. & Sun. - 11 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.
Fri., Sat. - 11 A. M. to 11:30 P. M.

.Now also serving cocktails)

for the fish.
Go By

Department Store
This Coupon x

Worth

I

NEWBY'S
Specialties in
lettering, warm-ups
football jerseys,
t-shirts, heat
transfers.

Record

Also special on
Frat. Jackets

College ID Required

115 W. Water St.
434-7679

Offer Expires Oct 75th
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Questions liaised by Residents:

Recital
Scheduled
The chairman af the
department of music at
Virginia Intermont College in
Bristol, will perform a recital
of organ works 8 p.m. Sunday
at Asbury United Methodist
Church.
Included in the program for
Stephen Hamilton's recital
are works by Widor, Drishner,
Bach, and Dupre'. The recital
is part of an. exchange recital
series coordinated by Dr.
Richard McPherson of
Madison's music department.
Recently, Hamilton has
appeared throughout the East
and Midwest for American
Guild of Organist chapters,
churches, colleges and
universities.

College Urges Study Committee
Representatives of Madison College proposed at Tuesday
night's city council meeting that the city appoint a planning
committee to identify and suggest solutions for problems
resulting from the college's impact on the community. •
The representatives also denied charges that the college
has not provided adequate housing for students.
In a statement to the council, Bill Johnson, associate dean of
student affairs, stated that 80 per cent of Madison's full-time
undergraduates, excluding those living at home, live in college
housing. Johnson emphasized that this percentage is exceeded
by only one other state college or university in Virginia.
About 1,100 students live in non-college housing, he said.
There are five apartment complexes, excluding those leased
by Madison College, that house from 45 to 133 college students
each. About 60 students presently live in a seven-block section
of Mason Street, according to the statement.
The statement outlined attempts the college has made to
provide as much housing for students as possible, including:
-Apartment Complex rentals.
--Rent
-Rental of units in the Belle Meade, Howard Johnson and
Wise Mid-Town motels.
-Rental of housing at Massanutten Springs.
-Postponed plans for cluster housing on campus for
fraternities and sororities.
-Plans for additional campus housing.

The report also outlined the college parking situation.
Ample parking space is available in existing college lots to
accomodate all students who are eligible to register vehicles
on campus, said Johnson. A daily survey conducted for the
past two weeks shows an average of 300 unused parking spaces
on campus.
Johnson said that the "college recognizes the need for
balance among community and college life styles and is
anxious to take whatever prudent measures are necessary to
assure that each might live in harmony with the other."
In response, members of the study committee question
several items in Johnson's statement.
Dr. Walter Green, councilman and director of the Madison
infirmary pointed out that Madison did not propose the
widening of Main Street to handle traffic generated by the
college, but had in fact held up the project for a couple of years
because of of concern for some trees on campus.
Furthermore, Dr. Richard H. Smith, spokesman for the
South Mason Street Neighborhood Association, indicated that
the South Mason Street Neighborhood houses more than the 60
students residing in the seven-blocks of South Mason street.
Finally, the college has been negligant in informing the city
of its expansion plans that involve the commiunity, said John
Byrd, building official. For example, the college never informed the city of its plans to rent the Wise-Mid Town Motel or
of plans to purchase fraternity houses.

Council Agrees on Strict Enforcement
(Continued from Page 1)

Personalized
photo calendar
personalized
x-mas cards
See
Dr. Henderson
6179 or
434-5617
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eight rooming house owners
have licenses, and only one of
the licenses is for a house in
the South Mason Street neighborhood, Smith said. Enforcement of the licenses is
difficult, according to Smith.
One council member
suggested that strict enforcement of the license law
would be helpful in identifying
and locating rooming houses,
and would aid city officials in
enforcement of other laws,
including civil, safety and

health standards.
The special study meeting
had been called by the council
to evaluate a statement made
by Dr. Richard Smith on
behalf of the South Mason
Street Neighborhood
Association. The statement
called for a separate institutional zone that would
prevent studetns
from
crowding residential areas.
City
residents
have
charged that studetns living
away from home have different lifestyles, and that they

Boyd's Hairdressers

Z

are incompatible with neighborhood life.
Residents sought to limit
the number of students living
in rooming houses in neighborhooods such as the South
Mason Street area. They were
concerned with absentee
landlords renting to studets in
a high-profit situation. They
also cited Madison College,
which, they said has not made
an adequate attempt to house
its students.
The Planning Commission
will reconsider proposals

The next Planning Commission meeting is scheduled
Oct. 15.

HUGHES'PHARMACY, INC
1021 South Main Street

Announces

DIAL 434-8650

• TheMensDen*
Special Section For Mens Haircuts And Styling
* Specializing In All Phases Of Haircare
For Both Men And Women
#*

made Tuesday by some of its
members, and proposals
made by other concerned
parties.

PRESCRIPTIONS — FILM
COSMETICS — STATIONERY
CANDIES — GREETING CARDS

FOR PIERCED EARS

Appointments Not Always Neccessary
* Checkout Our Low Prices
And Quick Service

* All Our Girls Are Trained In The Precision
Haircutting And The Latest European And

Choose the sets iust for you" from our large
collection of 14K gold earrings and gold filled
w.th 14K posts for pierced ears.

American Styles For Men And Women

Royd's Hairdressers
Cloverleaf Shopping Center

434-5371

§
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•
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Youth Debates
Commemorate
Bicentennial
In the spirit of Patrick
Henry and John and Sam
Adams, Madison students
may
commemorate
America's birthday by participating in the Bicentennial
Youth Debates here Nov. 6.

Hie two sides
of Jackie Hill.

"Using public speech,
argumentation, and debate,
students are given the opportunity to reflect on what
kind of a nation the United
States has become, and see if
we are consistant with the
ideals established with the
Revolution," said John
Morello, director of Forensics
at Madision.
The Bicentennial Debatesare sponsored by the National
Communication Association
in conjunction with the
National Endowment for
Humanities. They consist of
three public speaking events:
debate, persuasive speaking
and extemporaneous
speaking.
Each event will be judged
separately by a panel of
judges comprised of volunteer
educators, community
leaders, and Harrisonburg
citizens.
The format for the debates
is Lincoln-Douglas style
consisting of one-man teams,
as opposed to two-man teams
used
in
standard
intercollegate debate.
Winners of the Madison
Bicentennial Youth Debates
will receive a $25 prize.
Holders of first and second
place in each event will advance to the district tournament. This will be held at
the Virginia Military Institute, in mid-November.
Winning in the district
tournament provides students
with the opportunity to
compete for prizes ranging
from $1,000 to $6,000
scholarships if they advance
to the sectional, regional, and
national tournaments.
"The Bicentennial Youth
Debates is not a professional
contest for people who want to
make money." said Morello.
"It rewards students who
want to continue with an
education."
For more information
students may contact the
Department
of
Communication Arts.

The Tuxedo Room
37 E.. Market St.
(2nd Floor The
Brides House)
>

\ Has Everything
You Need!
w»»w»w«w*

Meet Jackie Hill. B.S., Tennessee State. M.S.,
University of Michigan. Research chemist, Eastman Kodak Company.
She's ajAiable member of a team, of scientists, searcnmg for an inexpensive replacement
for the silver we use in our photographic film.
She's also the same Jackie Hill who helped
put together the Sisters for a Better Black Community in our hometown of Rochester, New York.
Made up of Kodak employees and other concerned individuals. When a child needs special
help with a problem, the Sisters respond with
special attention.
It might take a sympathetic ear. It might take

a college scholarship. Like the scholarships
earned by Jackie's two friends shown in the illustration at right: Whatever it takes, they try to provide it.
In the lab, Jackie Hill helps Kodak make a
profit. Which is why we're in business. But Jackie,
the Sisters, and people like them have helped
society as well.
— It's the same society our business depends on.
So we care what happens to it.

n a business.
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Announcements

—

The
Madison
College
Community Symphony Orchestra will feature works of
American composer David
Diamond in its first concert of
the season. The orchestra,
conducted by Ben E. Wright,
is commemorating
the
Bicentennial by including
works of various Americans in
each concert this season.
The concert will be held
Oct. 14 at 8 p.m. in Wilson
Hall. Works by Bizet, Faure,
Tchaikovsky, and Berloiz will
be presented along with those
of Diamond.
JOBS ON SHIPS! American
Foreign. No experience
required.
Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summei
job career. Send $3.00 foi
information. SEAFAX, Dept
K-17 Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

A lecture on "Is Set Theory
Necessary?" will be given by
Mary Ellen Rudin, Professor
of Mathematics of the
University of Wisconsin
Wednesday, Oct. 15,11 a.m. in
the Warren Campus Center
Ballroom.

A dance featuring student
disc-jocky Trip Payne will be
held tonight at Dingledine
Hall from 9:30 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Admission is free.

Anyone having a small
convertible sports car and
willing to drive it in the
Homecoming Parade, Nov. 1,
please contact Sue Crowl at
4957.

MID-WAY ARCO GROCERY
All Types of Snacks
Cold Cuts

Beer

Soft Drinks

One Block So. of Campus
on Main St.
Fri. - Sun. 7:30-10:30
Mon - Thur. 7:30 - 10:00
Also Self Service Gas

Government
i
without
4
$1. newspapers
or
newspapers
without
overnment...'
/ should not hesitate for a
moment to prefer the \atte\
- Thomas Jefferson

Spirit Of Freedom

An 18-mile bike-a-thon for'
the National Cancer Society
will be sponsored by Alpha'
Phi Omega 10 a.m. Oct. H. ■..
Sign-up will be held in the
Warren Campus Center first,
floor lobby-Oct. 6-10 between 9
a.m. 5 p.m. Rain date will be.
Oct. 12. For additional information call Glenn Carkat-.
7112 or Jim Walsh at 7219.

The biology club will meet 7
p.m. Monday in Burrus 114. :
The guest speaker, Dr. Daniel'
Suter, will be speaking on the "Physiology of the Nervous •
System."

The Catholic
CampusMinistry will sponsor a retreat
Oct. 10, 11, and 12th. The
theme will be "Christian
Oneness" and will, be
facilitated by Father Shaun.
McCarty. All denominations;
welcome.
For further information call 434-4341.

Pi Gamma Mu, the
National Social Science Honor
Society, will hold an open
house in Chandler TV.
lounge, Oct. 16 from 8-10 p.m.
All interested persons are
invited to attend.

Those interested must be
able to work on the show from
now through mid-February.
For further information call
433-2011.

There will be two showings
of The Philadelphia Story in
Harrison, Oct. 11 at 7:00 and
9:00 p.m. Following the 7:00
movie a film club meeting will
be held in the Warren Campus
Center South Ballroom. All
students and faculty are
welcome.

A combination casino and
dance featuring the band
"Sebago" will be held 8 p.m. 1 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 11 in the
Chandler ballroom.
Admission is $2 and $1 for all
dues paying residents of
Shorts and Chandler halls,
which is sponsoring the dance.
Beer will be served. Bring
your own mugs.

The American Podiatry
Association will sponsor a
program on foot health given
by Dr. Jerome Shapiro of
Washington, D.C. at 8 p.m.,
Oct. 22 in Anthony-Seeger
Campus School auditorium.

Kappa Delta Pi, an honor
society in education, will have
its first meeting October 14th
at 7 p.m. in the Shenandoah
room of Chandler Hall, A
representative of Riverdale, a
home for boys, will speak.
Refreshments will be served.

Wvegot
■what you want.?
Auditions will be held for a
children's improvisational

T.G.I.F
FREE
EARPIERCING
, WITH THE PURCHASE OF
EARPIERCING EARRINGS
AT $7.50
Our trained specialists
are available every day of
the week to pierce
your ears at no charge
when you purchase your
first pair of non-allergenic,
surgical stainless
steel. 24K gold overlay
earpiercing earrings.
No appointment is

4-6pm Oct 10

To Meet Teacher Candidates Nancy
Jones For State Legislator

28 South Main Straet

And

Jimmy Morris For County
Commissioner

necessary.

Jewel Box

223 Campbell St.

For Madison Faculty

Responsive Representation

reeze
usiness
Publication Date:

Tues. Oct

Publication Deadlines:

NEWSPAPER WEEK

theatre piece on Monday, Oct.
13 and Tuesday, Oct. 14 at 7:30
p.m. in the Wampler Experimental Theatre on Main
Street.

All & Classified Rates

M

2p.m.

Tuesday.*p.m. Friday

Call listed numbers for rates

Atl & Classified Deadlines: Ads-Tuesday.

Thursday

nights Classifieds-same as
publication '

October 5-11
Editorial & Ad Offices Open For Galls :
3-5 pm Mon. - Tliurs.
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Peaks of Otter Conference:

Student Leaders
Swap Problems
By TIM O'LEARY
With an eye toward
"comparing and sharing ideas
and thoughts," several
Madison College students and
staff members attended the
annual Peaks of Otter conference Oct. 1.
"The reason for the
meeting," said Dr. Fay
Reubush, dean of students,
"was to give student leaders
from a number of Virginia
campuses an opportunity to
meet each other on an informal basis to share ideas
and plans."
Attending the conference
from Madison were Reubush;
John Lounsbury, president of
the SGA; James Wulforst,
president of the Honor
Council; and Mark Goode,
judicial coordinator.
Twelve Virginia schools,
including eight single-sex
institutions, were represented
at the conference.
"The SGA president of
each school briefly summarized the school's plans,
problems, and changes,"
Reubush said. Then, the dean
of students from RandolphMacon Womens College,
chairperson of the conference,
said the problems most
mentioned were internal and
external communication, the
quality of life on campus,
honor systems, and academic

requirements.

«

Lounsbury commented that
was "extremely encouraged" by the conference.
"It was incredible how far
ahead we are of these people,"
he said. "None of the schools
present had the facilities or
entertainment that we have."
"Some of the single-sex
campuses have concerns far
different from co-ed schools,"
said Reubush. Many large
schools have concerns different from those of small
schools, she said.
"Some things they were
talking about really reflect
situations that don't exist at
Madison,"
continued
Reubush. "Our students felt
good when they could compare what was happening at
Madison as compared to other
campuses."
Some of the schodte showed
interest in Madison's student
cadet program and resident
advisor training program,
according to Lounsbury.
Lynchburg College
representatives described a
bad check system which they
have just implemented. The
school, under the plan, would
not compensate for checks
that bounce, but would make
it a college violation. Lounsbury said that a plan similar
to Lynchburg's will be considered at Madison.

£ he

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every Monday Night!

ALL THE
SPAGHETTI YOU CAN EAT
Served from 5 to 7pm only.

ONLY

2

Per Person
Includes Salad,
Garlic Bread.
(Beverage Extra)
YES. eat all the
delicious spaghetti
you can hold-

Its been famous m Charlottesville
for years and we're now pleased
to offer it here!

THE
LIBRARY NORTH
Next To Piiic Hut
At Clovvi .cut or)- t {>my Cet
r
Checks Accepted with proper ID's

'Seems They Really Care9
of Madison students and their
questions," according to
Nardi.
Discussions ranged from
very brief ones to 45 minutes
in length and encompassing
groups as large as 40 students
and as few as six, according to
an informal survey conducted
by a Breeze reporter.
Representatives were
requested to evaluate the

By JOANN SULLIVAN
"It's a great job. even
better than last year." Wayne
Maggin

••I think it's probably about
one of the best opportunities to
talk first-hand with people in
the know." Chuck Berlin
"The people are really
friendly. It seems like they
really care. It's not like, we
have our jobs and good luck
with yours." Gary Hardgrove
These are some of the
comments from the 7 to 800
students who attended Career
Design '75 last Saturday
morning in Godwin Hall.
The program was held to
"expose students to career
opportunities," according to
Director of Career Planning
and Placement Thomas
Nardi.
The students and almost
200 parents walked among
tables and displays of 100
career representatives from
across the state. Five of the
expected 105 representatives
were unable to attend due to
illness.
The students discussed
career information and
prospects
with
the
representatives who were
"extremely pleased with the
program and with the caliber

program.
Evaluations
received show even those with
a few students were impressed by the interest shown,
and are willing to return, said
Nardi.
Concerning future such
career days; "As far as I can
determine, we will continue
some form of it in the future,"
Nardi said.

I

Our 10% Off Sale To All Students

I
I
I
I
I

Continuing It From Now On

Was So Successful We Are

i

To Receive Your

10% OFF

I

For All The latest Styles Vist

I

F. Barth Garber

!

Show Your I.D.

124 South Main

The fever mat wont break:
THE RISING COSTOF A MEDICAL EDUCATION.
Like most things, the cost of
attending medical school
has risen sharply
over the last
decade. To many
medical students
that cost represents a heavy
burden, a financial
problem that can
affect your concentration.
It needn't be
that way. The
Armed Forces
Health Professions
Scholarship Program
was originated to
free you from those
worries. Men and
women who qualify
will have the costs of
their medical education covered, and
will also receive a
substantial monthly
allowance.
The program offers
more than tuition and
salary; it offers you the
opportunity to begin
your practice under very
favorable conditions. As a health care officer in
the military branch of your choice! you'll find
yourself with responsibilities fully in keeping with
your training, and with the time and opportunity to
observe a full spectrum of medical specialties.
When you decide on the specialty you wish to
pursue, you may find yourself taking those
graduate medical studies at one of our many
large and modern medical centers. If so. you can
count on that training being second to none.
Both the clinical and research work being done
in them have mode Army. Navy and Air Force
hospitals a major new national medical resource
If s a long road, but the first step is simple. Just
send in the coupon. The details we send you may
make the whole way a little smoother.

Armed Forces Health Care
DEDICATED TO HEALTH CARE AND
THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE IT
Armedforces Scholarships
Z-CN-C5
PO Bo«Af
' Peatia II W6M
Yes I ex" interested m Armed Forces Heorth Professions
Scholars*© opportunities I understood there is no obligation
I am especially interested m
' . Army
Z2 Novy
DAtforce
; Phys«;ion
D Denial
U Podiatry* • DOptomelry
vetennary"
V. Psychology [PhD]'
hor-e

-SenDMDF

IPieosePrml)
, Pfonc ,

Address _..
Crty-

-Z*>-

,<o'.--

j

Social Security*..

I

(•..onmentot —

I
AN INTRODUCTION TO THf STUDY O DiSf ASE'
PUBUSKDBVUA&fEBGtP PHlAKlPHIA

I

-(SchoolL

To graduate m
(month year)

MOM

■ Veterinary and Podiatry not ovailoCHe m Navy Program
Podotry ana Psyc hotogy nol enrotobto n Army Program

r .. s

/
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Classifieds

FOR SALE: Les Paul copy
guitar and Peavey Classic
amplifier with two 12"
speakers.
$300 or will
negotiate for used drum set.
Call Dave 4566, P.O. 3531.
Wanted: Girl needs female to
look for and share an apartment, immediately. Call Ann,
5014.

Eddie Hayden
Hobby Shop
42 W. Bruce St.

SCAN0@
SHENANDOAH RIVER
OUTFITTERS

UHUT,W.an)74MIM
Wlld»rneu vacation Sngbs, fomiKM & group*. By day or WMIL Compleit oul-fitting & guide* avgtobk
Canoe rental $10 per day. Halfprice Tues., Wed., Thua. Delivery &
pick-up. Group discount*.
Open all ymr.

DO-SE-DO around the president as Dr. Carrier (left) and Dr. Henry Meyers (far right) swing their partners at the first of the
Arts and Sciences Symposium activities in Chandler Hall. Photo by Don pctor$on

INTERNATIONAL CHEESE
AND GIFT SHOP
*>6 South VItiin

133-121 I

III. kl\l)S OF (IIII SI. . HEEH

i\n ii

IM;

CHECK (H l{ LOU I'HH IS

English Profs Must Learn to Talk
(Continued from Page 1
the largest departments on
In order to preserve
university campuses, must reEnglish as a profession • think their role and scope.
Fiedler said, it must be reThe areas of pre-print and
defined -- the English
post-print must be included in
curriculum must be expanded
the curriculum in order to
to include whatever moves the
keep the discipline up with the
mass of people.
"English
times.
teachers must learn to talk
"Shakespeare, Walt
like human beings," he said.
Whitman, and Ezra Pound
Fiedler added that English
should be studied right along
departments, which are often
with John Leennon," Fiedler
said.
Although students are
becoming
mote
heterogeneous, faculties have

COLUMBUS DA YSALE!
Saturday And Monday

Western Blue Denim Chambray
Shirts 998 Reg J200
Lined Denim Jackets 1398 Reg 1700
Mens Western Knit

Suits 2495 Reg 3300

4 Patch Pocket Denim Jeans 795 Reg 900
30 Ladies Khaki & Brushed Denim Pants
Suits 2295

changed more slowly, and
universities
have
only
changed under pressure as a
response to the growth of a
technologically oriented
society, Fiedler said.
Fiedler concluded that no
teacher can teach anybody
anything, yet somehow
learning occurs. It is the
teacher's major obligation, he
said, to remind people not of
something new, but of
something which they have
known all the time, but have
forgotten or repressed.

Mirabai Appears at WCC
This week's coffee, house
will feature Mirabai, a versatile folk and soft-rock
songwriter. She will appear
tonight and Saturday from 9
p.m.-midnight, as had been
planned with "Gunhill Road",
the
group
Mirabai
is
replacing. All shows will be
presented in the W.C.C.
ballroom for a $ .50 admission
charge with I.D.

<*\v

Mirabai, 22, is a product of
both the "San Francisco
Scene" where she claims her
roots, and producer Bob
Johnston. This is the same
producer Bob Johnston, of
Bob Dylan's "Highway 61",
"Blond on Blond", "John
Wesley Harding" and "Nashville Skyline", and Simon and
Garfunkel's "Sounds of
Silence."

" Quality Footwear "

%

ASSORTED TOPS & SHIRTS TO "% OFF
ASSORTED PRE-WASHED CORDUROY JACKETS 7"
JEWERY 25% OFF
All Limited Quantities .

THE BODY SHOP
66 E. Market St.

Valley Sports Center
CONVERSE
107 east Water St.
434-6580

^
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Consideration Given
To Honors Expansion
existing honors work at the 100
and 400 levels".
Riley said that most other
colleges and universities in
the state have their own
honors program. He added
that honors programs are
often used as a drawing card
at other schools, and often
indicate a type of excellence
in the school's academic
program.

By PATRICIA SCALES
An honors program at the
200 and 300 level is under
consideration by the Council
on Academic Honors, according to Dr. Philip Riley,
chairman of the council.
The college already has a
program for freshmen and
seniors who are interested in
doing honors work. h\eshmen, for their first semester
are usually chosen and
recommended J>y their advisors, while second semester
freshmen are selected upon
recommendation of faculty
members. Seniors request to
take the honors course and
can do so, pending permission
from
their
particular
department head.

NYT Reporter
To Speak Here
The New York Times
correspondent who covered
the recent upheaval in Portugal will deliver a tall: on
"Revolution in Portugal"
Monday, October 13 at 3 p.m.
in the South Ballroom of the
Warren Campus Center.
Marvine Howe, formerly
the Times* correspondent in
Latin America,'has spent the
last six months in Lisbon, and
will address the subject of the
revolution as well as
newspaper work in general.
A graduate of the Rutgers
school of journalism, Howe
has covered the Middle East
and Africa as well as covering
Latin America during the
Allende years.
The talk is open to the
public.

Riley said that the purpose
of developing a new honors
program is to give honor
students an opportunity to
take additional work of an
interdisciplinary nature that
would parallel a student's
major. The new program
would give students a chance
to study "Classical Writings"
at the 200 level and problems
and issues such as ecology and
race relations at the 300 level.
Riley hopes that this
'proposed program will
"bridge the gap between

^^s ^^* ^^^ ^^^ ^T^ ^^^ ^^^ ^r^ ^^^ ^r* ^^^ ^w^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^y ^m^ ^r^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^

*

HIGH-J1NXING AROUND
are Walter ^production of the season. The play, presented
Dickey (Captain Jinx) Gay Ottinger (Aurelia in Latimer-Shaeffer theatre, premiered
Trentoni) and Steve Bridges (Papa Belliarti.) Thursday and will continue tonight and
The good captain will be joined by his Hor- Saturday and finish up next weekend,
su Pho,
semarines in the first Madison Theatre
"
°

Profs, Students Amass Readings
The
professors
were
assisted by Darlene Hoschar,
As a part of the nation's a recent Madison graduate,
Bicentennial activities, a and two graduate students,
collection of commemorative Kirby Salada and Jay
readings compiled by two Kasdorf.
Madison professors and
The professors and their
several Madison students will aides produced a document in
be distributed to libraries book form that is nearly 1,000
across the nation.
pages long consisting of photoDr.' Henry Myers of the static copies of relevant
political
science
and selections from numerous
geography, and history sources and containing a
departments and Dr. Russel multitude of different print
Farnen of the political science styles. The use of copies of the
and geography department original material facilitates
chose and edited written public exposure to the source
material for five of the documents, according to Dr.
American Issues Forum's Myers.
nine monthly topics.
Topics that the Madison
The Forum, which is professors and students
coordinated by the Social worked on include: "A Nation
Issues Resources Series and of Nations," concerning
the Gay lord Brothers, Inc., is immigration; "The Land of
providing weekly topics about Plenty," which deals with
historical and contemporary environmental problems;
American subjects over a nine
"Certain Inalienable
month period for discussion Rights"; "A More Perfect
by communities across the Union," concerning federalnation.
state relations; and "America
The project, conceived by in the World," which deals
CBS newscaster Walter with foreign policy. Each of
Cronkite, was funded by a the
above
topics
are
grant by the National En- specifically designated as a
dowment for the Humanities. monthly topic for the months

By JOE KIRBY

September - December and
for March, 1975.

*
*
*
*
*
*
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We Sell Satisfaction
For Your

Hunger And Thirst
At

SPANKY'S DELICATESSEN

*
*

60 W.Water St.

CPB Presents

mirabai
WCC Ballroom
Thursday

8:30-11:30
Friday and Saturday
9-AAidnight
50'cover

^^SP>>

#
*
*
*
*
*
*
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; Student Debaters
Place in Preliminaries
Senior Patrick Fitzgerald
and Junior Renee Wegner won
Six of eight preliminary
rounds over opponents
William and Mary, Towson,
Navy, University of Scranton
and Richmond
in
last
weekend's debate tournament
at Johns Hopkins University.
The team advanced to the
octo-finals by defeating

Graham's Shoe
Service
111 N. Liberty
434-1026
Heels While You
Wait
Men's & Women's
Hiking Boots

f

Washington and Lee, but lost
in the quarter finals to
Catholic University.
The team of Roger Wells
and Janice Mottley defeated
teams from UVa, Catholic y.,
Fairmont, St. John's, and
Kings College. They were
eliminated in the octo-finals
by Kings College.
Of the 84 participating
varsity debaters, Wells placed
fourth in individual performance and Fitzgerald
placed ninth.
Madison's other entries
just missed qualifying for
team awards. Juniors Linda
Jones and C. Arthur Van Lear
won four of eight debates as
did the team of Roger Berthold and William Mitchell.

UNUSUAL AAERCHANDlSE
It 'i Harrisonburg s Most Unusud Starts

GLEN'S FAIR
PRICE STORE
J87 N. MAIN ST.
WITH A COMPLETE
CAMERA SHOP

GLEN'S GIFT
CENTER
95 8. MAIN ST.
GIFTS OF DISTINCTION

Home Owned Stores With
^'1 Friendly People To Serve
LOWJYOU And Solve Your Needs

SGA Senate to Investigate
Float Prizes for Dorms
By JOANN SULLIVAN
After
Tuesday's
SGA
Senate meeting, the executive
council met in closed session
and vetoed a senate-passed
resolution which gave InnerHall Council $175 for prize
money in their planned
Homecoming contest for
residence halls.
The executive council
made

the move

to

avoid

setting a precedent for hasty
decisions, according to John
Lounsbury, SGA president.
"We're all for it," he said,
but added "We don't want any
decisions to be made hastily.' *
The resolution was referred to
the finance committee for
investigation.
Senator Tim Murnane (offcampus)
proposed
the
resolution after a visit by
Scott Simpson from InnerHall Council. Simpson explained that each dorm would
construct a Homecoming
display outside the residence
for judgement by the council.
The senate decided on ah
immediate vote due to the
nearness of Homecoming and
need for time to construct
displays.
Inner-Hall planned the
contest since dorms are not
.eligible to compete for the

Alumni Association float
contest. "It seems like this
college needs a little more
participation from the dorms," Simpson said. Simpson
said the displays would be one
wway the dorms could participate in Homecoming
celebrations.
Other Senate proposals
included:-Changing Howard
Johnson's lifestyle from no
alchohol weekend visitation to
no alChohol five-day visitation
because "there is no connection between a craving for
alcohol and a craving for
sex", motion made by Senator
William Riley (Howard
Johnson).
-The Rugby football team be
reserved a practice field from
4 p.m. - 6 p.m. Tuesday thru
Thursday. Motion made by
Senator Charles McGrath
(Off-campus)
Article V,
Section I of the By Laws that
"10 per cent of the increase m
the general fee will be added
each year beginning Sept.
1976, to all salaries."
be
stricken from the constitution.
- The MS Madison contest is
discriminatory and should be
open to all students. Motion
made by Senator Caroline
Snipes (Garber).
Motion made by Senator

Steve Reinhardt (White).
-An investigation of the
possibility of keeping doors in
girls dorms open past midnight on weekends. Motion by
Senator Suzanne Greene
(Fredrickson).
-the purchase of vacuum
cleaners by SGA. Motion by
Senators
Nancy
Marts
(Hoffman), John - Leslie
(Chandler), John Coon
(Shenandoah), and Suzanne
Horner (Cleaveland).
-Adjusting the commuter
lounge speaker to make it
more conducive for study.
Motion by Senator Thomas
Sparks (off-campus).
-Moving the girls intramural
playing field to safer grounds.
Motion by Senator John Coon
(Shenandoah).

\
\,

Honolulu and Waikiki Beach

cnn&ii
7 Nights In
$

HONOLULU

387

From
Washington, D.C.
Dulles

December 30,1975
To
January 6, 1976

Student Deposits Are Due Sept.25,1975 After This
Date Trip Is Opened On A First Come Basis
For Information Call 6217 Or 6321

MADISON'S TOM GATEWOOD bursts through line for 16 yard gain in 13-7 win over Shepherd.

Dukes Meet Eagles After Shepherd Victory
By KEVIN WAINDEL
The
Madison
College
football team kept its undefeated record intact last
Saturday with a 13-7 win over
Shepherd College, and doesn't
look hard pressed to continue
its winning ways this Saturday as they travel to
Bridgewater College.
The Eagles are currently 03. and in last place in the

Virginia Collegiate Athletic
Association standings.
"The Eagles can be tough,"
said Madison head coach
Challaee McMillin.
"They
held Hampden-Sydney to six
points in three quarters last
week, and they have a fine
pass receiver in C.J. Dewitt."
Although McMillin is quick
to point out the Eagle strong
points, he is equally quick to

19th Holt
Reds Over Sox
by Wade Starling
The Cincinnati Reds and the Oakland
Athletics were considered by many to be the
best teams in baseball this year. One of them
made it to the World Series. The other didn't.
Both teams were apparent shoe-ins to win
their prospective playoff series, few were
surprised to see the Reds win. But who could
help but be surprised to see the A's lose their's,
especially in three games?
The Reds were supposed to win their playoff
games. They had won 108 games during the
regular season, and were opening at home,
where they set a National League record for
wins with 64. They have power, defense, pitching, and speed. No way they could lose.
Oddly enough, they began their series by
falling behind 2-0, early in the first game. Don
Gullett, who pitched one of the Reds few
complete games of the year, quickly got
Cincinnati back in the game with a run-scoring
single in the bottom of the second inning.
From then on, it was all Cincinnati. They
scored three runs in the third, and four more in
the fifth to give the Red's an insurmountable 82 lead. Second baseman Joe Morgan, who has
to be this year's Most Valuable Player, set a
record with three stolen bases in the game.
Slugger Tony Perez started the Reds rolling
in the second game with a first inning, two-run
home run, as they downed the Bucs 6-1. Cincinnati outhit Pittsburg 12-5 in the game, and
set another record with seven stolen bases.

point out Madison's strengths.
The Dukes are the second
ranked defensive team in the
VCAA, and running back Ron
Stith will not be out as was
earlier indicated by the
Madison coaching staff.
"We can not take the
Eagles lightly," said McMillin.
The presence of
several outstanding defensive
players and the home-field

advantage cannot be underestimated, nor can the
revenge factor, since
Madison drubbed the Eagles
41-13 last year at Madison.
Last Saturday's Parents

. Speed was clearly the dominating factor in
the first two games. The Reds had stolen 10
bases in 10 attempts, and Pittsburgh catcher
Manny Sanguillen was helpless to do anything
about it.
The third game was the most exciting of the
three. Pittsburgh rookie John Candelaria
equaled a playoff record by striking out 14
batters before being lifted in the eighth inning.
He had given up only one hit until the eighth.
Unfortunately for Candelaria and the Bucs,
that one hit was a home run by Dave Concepcion in the second inning. Going into the
eighth, Pittsburg held a slim 2-1 lead. The
Reds second hit off Candelaria-a home run by
Pete' Rose-tied the game.
The Pirates rallied for a game-tying run in
the ninth, but were shut-out in the tenth by
reliever Pedro Borbon. In the Red's half of the
inning, outfielder Griffey beat out a two-strike
bunt to lead off the inning. He moved to second
on' a balk, moved to third when Cesar
Geronimo grounded out, and scored on a
sacrifice fly by pinch-hitter Ed Armbrister to
give the Reds the win and the National League
pennant.
The Boston-Oakland series is still a mystery
to me. Oakland usually plays their best in
money situations.
However, not taking
anything away from the Red Sox, the A's have
certainly seen better days.
Errors caused the Athletics to lose their
opening game before the first inning was over.
Three errors, one each by Sal Bando, Claudell
Washington, and Phil Garner, led to two
unearned runs for Boston, and the Sox went on
to a 7-1 victory.
. Homer by veterans Carl Yastezemski and
Rico Petrocelli led Boston to a 6-3 win over the
A's in their second game.
Errors again hurt the Athletics as two
unearned runs proved to be the difference in
the 5-3 Red Sox victory. The two Oakland
errors gave them a total of six for the series.

Day game with Shepherd was
not decided until the final
moments, when safety Brent
Good intercepted a Ram pass
on the five-yard line with 32
'Continned on Page IS)
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tports

This third game also had the only bit of
excitement in the American League playoffs.
With the score 4-1 in favor of Boston, single by
Cesar Tovar and an error by second baseman
Doyle put runners on first and second with no
outs. A single by Bando scored one run, and
Jackson followed with a single for another.
But Dick Drago then replaced starter Rick
Wise, and forced Joe Rudi into an inningending double play.
So the Series will open tomorrow with
Boston hosting the Reds.
As far as statistics go, the Reds clearly have
an edge.
Cincinnati's sluggers, Morgan,
Johnny Bench, and Perez, should have a field
day with Boston's short left field fence.
Defensively, the Reds also have the edge.
They have four Gold Glove winners in
Bench, Geronimo, Morgan, and Concepcion.
The pitching for the two teams is a toss-up.
Both teams have a strong starting rotation.
Boston's big three are Tiant(18-14), Reggie
Cleveland, who won Boston's second game,
and Wise(l9-12). The Red's match them with
Gullet, who was 15-4 despite missing two
months with a broken thumb, Gary Nolan(159i. and Fred Norman(12-4).
The difference in the Series should be speed,
where Cincinnati clearly has the edge. Morgan
stole 68 based this season, which was second in
the league. Concepcion had 33 steals, and Ken
Griffey beat out an amazing 38 infield hits.
Even Bench, who is hardly known for his
speed, had 11 thefts in as many attempts. In
the playoffs, Cincinnati was 11 of 11 in stolen
bases.
Although stranger things have happened,
such as Boston downing Oakland in three
straight games, Cincinnati should win the
World Series of 1975. But things do not always
happen as they should.
Either way, it should be a helluva series.
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Beat Roanoke, 4-0:

Madison Ends Slump

s
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USING THEIR HEADS, Madison soccer players Don Reda
(left) and Wayne Byrd go high for the ball in a tangle of bodies
in Sunday's 4-0 win over Roanoke that ended a three game
losing streak for the Dukes.

Madison College's soccer
team broke their losing streak
Sunday with a 4-0 win over
Roanoke College. The Dukes
had lost to Old Dominion,
Maryland and Adelphi in the
past two weeks.
Two goals came from Tom
Hockeppel, assisted by Mike
Northey and Ken Morris.
Other goals by Hal Partenheimer, assisted by Wayne
Byrd, and Ken Morris, also
assist by Byrd, insured the
victory.
Madison's soccer team lost
their third game in a row last
Friday night as they were
beaten by Old Dominion
University, 3-2.
"The loss to Old Dominion
was very difficult to accept,
but it had to happen
sometime," said Madison
coach Bob Vanderwarker. "I
hope it will spark us to come
back and work that'much

Dukes Host Golf Tournament
The second Madison
College Invitational Golf
tournament begins today at
the Ingleside Country Club in
Staunton, and Madison coach
Drew Balog points to the
Dukes as one of the favorites.
"We've got a really good
chance of winning the
Tournament this year," said
Balog. "The team that wins
will have to consistently score
on the low'Vo's, and we can do
it."
This year, the tournament
is divided between college and
University teams, and a
trophy will be presented to the
winner in each category. In
addition, the top six medalists

will receive trophies, and
plaques will be presented to
all teams participating. -:
The favorite to win the
entire tournament, including
first place in the University
division, is Virginia Tech, but
the
Gobblers
will
be
challenged by a strong team
from East Kentucky State
University. \ Madison and? HampdenSydney, both state champions
last season, are co-favorites to
win the college division title.
Balog also noted that Elon
College and Campbell College
would both be very tough, and
would challenge for the
crown.

The tournament could be a
key to post-season play for all
of the participating teams, as
the
NCAA
tournament
selection committee considers
regular season tournament
play as very, important in
choosing the teams that will
play for the NCAA championship.
Madison will have two
teams participating in the
tournament. The first team is
headed by three year letterman Ed Olmstead, and a
pair of freshmen, Peter Pels
and Mike McCarthy. Clark
Newton, Mark Pacacha, and
Billy Adams round out the
first team.
On Monday Pacacha lead
the Dukes to their ninth win of
the season, when he fired a 74
over the par 72 Lake view Golf
Course. Madison scored wins
over West Virginia Wesleyan,
(Continued on Page 16)
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harder toward our goal of a
state championship."
Madison out-shot ODU 21-8,
with goals coming from Bob
Viti and Hal Partenheimer.
Vanderwarker plans to
spend this week working on
ball control skills, shooting,
and timing. "We need to
create better scoring opportunities in the attacking
field, and polish up our
timing," he said.
The Dukes are hampered
by injuries, however, with Hal
Partenheimer, Mike Northey
and Barry Stemper all suffering from sprained ankles,

and Dave Humrich with a leg
injury. Forward Ken Morris
has seen limited action in
recent weeks due to a groin
injury.
Freshman
Tonv
Hochkeppel is the team's
scoring leader with six goals
and four assists. Hochkeppel
is only four goals short of
tying Ray Laroche's single
season scoring record of 10
goals, with seven games
remaining on the Madison
schedule.
The Dukes take a 4-4-1
record into Saturday's game
with E.M.C..

Cross Country Team
Falls to Richmond
By STEVEN JORDAN
Madison College's cross
country track team competed
in its third and fourth meets of
the season during the last
week. They were unable to
overcome some key injuries
and failed to/score a victory.
y)n Tuesday Richmond
came to Madison and scored a
15-45 victory over the Dukes.
Richmond runners swept the
first five places.
The only Madison
runners to place in the top ten
were Eric Reid, Mike
Greehan, and Andy McGilvry,
who finished sixth, seventh,
and ninth respectively.
Greehan's chances of placing
higher in the standings were
hampered when he suffered
an ankle injury midway

through the meet.
Last Friday, the team
hosted both Bridgewater and
Frostburg State.
Mike
Greehan of Madison ran to a
first place finish with a time of
26:49.3 over the five mile
course. The next five places
were taken by Frostburg
State.
Bridgewater and
Madison runners shared most
of the remaining places, with
Bridgewater gaining the
advantage.
Madison was
defeated by Frostburg by a
score of 20-43, and by
Bridgewater, 24-31.
Madison head coach Ed
Witt feels his team can still be
competitive in the VCAA State
meet. He feels that they will
have to overcome their early
season injuries.

Clemson Holds Lead;
Dukes Drop in Poll
For the third week in a row,
their record fell to 4-4-1.
Clemson University topped
Defending national
the Intercollegiate Soccer
champion Howard remained
Association poll for teams in
second in the division I poll.
the South, and Madison
College continued to fall
1. Clemson (5-0-0)
further down the standings.
2. Howard (4-1-0)
Clemson claimed all seven . 3. South Florida (4-9-0)
first place votes, and the 4. West Virginia (4-04)
Tigers remained unbeaten
5. Navy (3-0-0)
with a 5-0 record.
6. Ceo. Washington (2-04)
Madison fell from eighth to
and
ninth place, while ApMaryland (2-1-4), tie
palachian State moved into
7. Appalachian St. (64-0)
eighth. The Dukes split in two 8. Madison College (4-4-1)
home matches this week, and 9. American Univ. (2-M)
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Shepherd Falls
To Dukes, 13-7
(Continued from Page 14)
seconds remaining in the
game to kill a Shepherd rally.
Madison took the opening
kickoff on their own 17-yard
line and proceeded to march
83 yards in eleven plays for
the touchdown. The big plays
in the drive were a 28-yard
pass interference c«. and the
running of Ron Stith, who had
six carries for 28 yards and
the touchdown.
However,
Stith. was injured when- he
scored and was through for

Ticket.s L im ited There are no reserveo.
tickets for the Madison
College
football
game
Saturday at Bridgewater
College, which begins 2 p.m.
Tickets for the bleachers,
which hold 1500, will be sold on
a first come, first served
basis.
School officials recommended that students bring a
blanket and sit on the hill
behind the Bridgewater
football field.
Tickets are $2 for adults
and $1 for students with ID's,
and parking is limited.
the afternoon.
(
The teams exchanged
punts with Madison taking
over at their own 15-yard line.
The Dukes began to drive
downfield behind the running
of Tom Gatewood and
quaterback Les Branich.
Madison went all the way
down to a fourth and goal at
the Shepherd one, but the
Rams defense held and
Madison came away emptyhanded.
Madison
stopped
Shepherd's next drive when
the tip drill paid off as the
Dukes' Bob Logan intercepted
the Rams on the Madison 44.
Following a punt, the Rams
put together their only
sustantained drive of the half,
only to have a 34-yard field

Stone Named
Ail-American
Madison College archer
Ray Stone, a senior from
Oakton, Va., has received
second team All-American
honors.
Stone, the Dukes' top archer, had an outstanding
season for Madison a year
ago. He finished third at the
Philadelphia Invitational,
fourth at the Eastern
Regionals, fifth at both the
United States Indoor Archery
chery Championships and the
Eastern
Indoor
FITA
Championships, and 24th at
the United States Intercollegiate Championships.

goal attempt go wide with less
than a minute left in the first
half.
Madison scored again on
their first possession of the
second half as the Dukes
again went 87 yards in eight
plays. The highlights were a
47-yard pass to Chris Pineda
and the powerful running of
fullback Henry Pike, who
gained 37 yards in the drive
including the touchdown. The
pass for a tw,o-point conversion was incomplete.
The final period was wild
and woolly as Shepherd
started on its own 44 and
moved downfield largely on
big plays or penalties on third
and ten situations. The Rams
scored on a one yard run with
9:04 left in the game to make
the score 13-7.

Staff Photo

SIDELINED oti SATURDAY by injuries,
both of Madison's All-Conference tailbacks,
Ron Stith (left) and Bernard Slavton, watch

from the sidelines, as the Dukes defeated
Shepherd College 13-7 for their third consecutive win of the season.

Duchesses Host Field Hockey Match
The Madison freshman
field hockey team won its first
game of the season and the
Madison junior varsity
remained unbeaten Tuesday
in games against Virginia
Commonwealth University.

The freshman team shut
out the V.C.U. junior varsity 50 to push their record to 1-1-1.
Donna Meckler led the
Duchesses with two goals;
Linda Chamblee, Julie Hull
and Janet Carlson each scored

Tech, Madison Favored
In Golf Tournament
(Continued from Page 15)
Shepherd College, and Davis
& Elkins, as Olmstead shot a
75, McCarthy a 76, and
Newton a 77.
Madison's second team is
lead by sophomore Rich
Caulfield, who has played
inconsistently this fall, and
Don Dubyak who was on the
first team last year.
John Heath, Bernie Dean,
Rich Campbell, and Jim
Castill are the other four
members of the second team.
Last year Madison played
well in the. first round, but
could not continue the fine
play in the second round.
Balog does not expect the
same to happen in this year's
tournament.

r

"The biggest Challenge
should come from Gary Tuttle
and Hampden-Sydney,"
predicted Balog. "Olmstead
is hitting the ball very well,
however, and with some
steady play from our younger
players, we can win."

a goal for Madison.
The jayvees tied the V.C.U.
varsity 1-1 on the strength of a
first-half goal by Vicki Carver. The junior varsity has a
1-0-1 record.
All three Madison field
hockey teams will be in action
this Friday and Saturday in a
Round Robin ^ournament
hosted by Madison. Teams
from Appalachian State and
the University of Maryland,
and the Washington (D.C.)

and Shenandoah Club teams
will be competing with the
Duchesses in the tournament.
Three of Saturday's games
will be played on the astroturf,
where the semi-finals and
finals of the 1975 Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (AIAW)-United States
Field Hockey Association
(USFHA) national field
hockey tournaments will be
played in November.

Make
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83 S. Main St. Harrisonburg

FOR A CHANGE OF-PACETRY US FOR LUNCH!

(COMPLETE NEW MENU)
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with Madison lLtlO% off on Indian/
clothing and coats! $1 off on flutes
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OUR MISTAKE
/Attention:
\
The Library North Ad that appeared in the
Friday, Oct. 3rd issue was incorrect. There is
no chicken special on Tuesday nights.
However, there is a spagehetti special on
Monday nights. The Library North is not
responsible for this error.in anyway. We at
The Breeze regret any inconvenience the ad
may have caused.

with this ad

music
nyigic
and more...
178 South Mason Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia

433-2828
ask for Alice
astrology birthenarts
openthurs
and fri nights

Antiques "
I license
Music Boxes
Col lee tables
Unusual Clothing
Decorations
Occult Items
lAKa] Crafts

£J™
larot Readings

